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voices (under the straw)
Ohi Hell!    Stop it!    We'll come out!    Mercy!    Quarter!
[The lurkers are uncovered.    x
officer
If you are well enough to sing bawdy songs, you are well
enough to march. So out of it—or you'll be shot, here and now!
several
You may shoot us, captain, or the French may shoot us, or
the devil may take us ; we don't care which! Only we can't
stir. Pity the women, captain, but do what you will with us !
The searchers pass over the \vounded, and stir out those capable of
marching, both men and women, so far as they discover them. They are
pricked on by the patrol. Exeunt patrol and deserters in its charge,	**
Those who remain look stolidly at the highway. The English Rear-guard
of cavalry crosses the scene and passes out. An interval. It grows dusk.
spirit ironic
Quaint poesy, and real romance of war J
spirit of the pities
Mock OH) Shade, if thou wilt /    But others find
Poesy ever lurk 'where pit-pats poor mankind J
The scene is cloaked in darkness.
SCENE  II
THE  SAME
It is nearly midnight. The fugitives who remain in the cellar having
slept off the effects of the wine, are awakened by a new tramping of cavalry,
which becomes more and more persistent. It is the French, who now fill the
road. The advance-guard having passed by, delabokde's division,
lorge's division, merle's division, and others, successively cross the gloom.
Presently come the outlines of the Imperial Guard, and then, with a start,
those in hiding realize their situation, and are wide awake. napoleon
enters with his staff. He has just been overtaken by a courier, and orders
those round him to halt.
napoleon
Let there a fire be lit: ay, here and now.
The lines within these letters brook no pause
In mastering their purport.
Some of the French approach the ruined house and, appropriating what
wood is still left there, heap it by the roadside and set it alight. A mixed
rain and snow falls, and the sputtering flames throw a glare all round.

